Cogeco Peer 1
Powering Extraordinary
Agility and Innovation.

Business-Optimized Platforms
for the Unstoppable Business Era
Your information technology has never been more complex than it is today.
Running legacy systems alongside mission critical apps, managing shadow
IT while supporting rapid application development are all vying for the attention
of the IT department. And with the Internet of Things and Digital Transformation
taking effect, that complexity is set to increase.

Cogeco Peer 1 can free your business from intricate IT complexity and operational challenges. By
hosting your critical IT systems at our state-of-the-art data centre facilities, migrating to a precisely
tailored cloud solution, or choosing us to keep your systems and data backed up and ready to go
should disaster strike, you can free your people, energy and resources to focus on what matters
most—growth and innovation.
All this can only be achieved by developing real business intimacy. The powerful relationships we build
with each and every customer are due to the passion and commitment of our people—all experts in
their fields. They aren’t an extension of your team. They become part of it, anticipating your daily
challenges, collaborating with you from strategy to operations, core IT to the delivery of your
customer facing apps.
By delivering technology platforms that are intelligently designed, perceptively optimized and wisely
managed for your unique business and vertical market, your IT will drive innovation and agility,
presenting you with extraordinary competitive advantage.
It is our compelling global presence, cutting-edge facilities, world-class expertize and market-defining
SLAs that set us apart, giving you the freedom and scalability to make your business ambitions a
rapid reality.

Cogeco Peer 1: Together delivering unstoppable IT for the unstoppable
business era.

Company Overview

Our Solutions

Application Optimized Cloud Platforms
The exponential power to innovate
and grow.
Your challenge is to compete harder, grow faster
and outpace market innovation. The right cloud
strategy will generate powerful business
advantage, but only if it performs to your
applications’ demands. Freeing you from IT
complexity and helping you deliver always-on,
supremely fast cloud infrastructures that enable
innovation and agility are why we offer a
comprehensive, expertly managed range of
cutting-edge cloud solutions.

Our incredible choice of cloud platforms give you
the freedom to break away from the crowd and
design a platform that will make your applications
unstoppable. Our people will always remain at
hand to help you through your cloud journey and
give you the edge you have been looking for.

Services
• Mission Critical Cloud
• Virtual Data Centre
• On Demand True Native Hybrid Cloud
• Managed Private Cloud

Hosting Optimized Platforms
Mind-bending speeds for
online applications.
No matter how advanced your website, mobile
app, online gaming or rich media site may be,
it is irrelevant if your end users can’t experience
it the way you intended. With technology
developing rapidly, so do the expectations of
the millions who are plugged into these media
intensive sites. The end goal is an entirely
immersive experience—one uninterrupted by
any latency or downtime caused by the
infrastructure underpinning your application.
That requires speed, reliability and pro-active
hosting support. Achieving this in house can be
complicated and cost prohibitive, and using the
wrong hosting provider can be disastrous.
Our solutions provide you with the speed and
reliability that even the most complex online
applications demand.
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Services
Managed Hosting Platforms (Managed)
• High Performance Computing—GPU Servers
• Pro Servers | Advanced Servers | Essential
Servers | Storage Servers
• Internal Storage | Shared disk SAN |
DAS | iSCSI DAS | Dedicated Disk SAN
• FastFiber Network | Anycast DNS
• Limelight CDN
• Quick Recovery Storage Backup
• Web Application Firewall
• Intrusion Detection (IDS)
• Load Balancers
• Business Class Email

Our Solutions

eCommerce Optimized Platforms
Formidable Storefronts.
Beautifully simple compliance.
You face significant challenges if you have an
online business that sells goods or services on an
eCommerce platform. A hosting platform that is
PCI DSS compliant goes a long way to address
these obstacles, which is why we offer compliant,
turnkey hosting solutions that are honed to meet
the most intense eCommerce requirements.
We use proven, optimized and scalable
infrastructure components to deliver unsurpassed
performance and reliability. And it’s all backed by
an experienced team of professionals all coming
together to make your eCommerce storefront run
smoothly. The end result is a fast, rock-solid and
problem-free site that performs exceptionally and,
in turn, delivers that slick user experience that your
shoppers expect.

Services
Magento Enterprise Platforms
• Magento Experts
• High Performance Computing—GPU Servers
• Pro Servers | Advanced Servers |
Essential Servers | Storage Servers
• Internal Storage | Shared Disk SAN |
DAS | iSCSI DAS | Dedicated Disk SAN
• FastFiber Network | Anycast DNS
• Limelight CDN
• Quick Recovery Storage Backup
• Web Application Firewall
• Intrusion Detection
• Load Balancers
• Business Class Email
• PCI DSS Compliant*

Efficiency Driven Colocation Data Centres
Rock-solid infrastructure for always
on IT.
Whether your business ambitions are to grow
securely or to disrupt markets, one thing will
always be true: you demand Colocation solutions
with global reach, lightning speed connectivity,
rock-solid infrastructure and massive scalability.
House your critical infrastructure in our state-ofthe art facilities, managed with industry-leading
best practices and unrelenting security, and you
will enjoy a fully optimized foundation for all your
IT environments—driving cost down and
efficiency sky high.

Services
• Cage | Cabinets | Power | Limelight CDS Gateway
• Montreal (Kirkland)
• Montreal (Beaver Hall)
• Toronto North (Barrie)
• Toronto Downtown I (King St)
• Toronto Downtown II (Front St)
• Toronto East (Pullman)
• Toronto West (Horner)
• Vancouver (West Hasting)
• Los Angles (7th Street)
• Miami (89th Place Dorval)
• New York (Board St)

With 12 colocation facilities spanning North
American and Europe seamlessly connected via
our FastFiber Network, you remain in total
control of where your data resides. Our
strategically located data centres support you
with unprecedented access to global peering
points and open up a gateway to the world.

*Subject to data centre availability.
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• Portsmouth (Langstone Technology Park)

Our Solutions

Backup and Disaster Recovery
Optimized platforms
Unstoppable IT operations that
never skip a beat.
In today’s unstoppable global economy nothing is
more critical than keeping your IT infrastructure
running around the clock. But how do you
manage increasing amounts of data distributed
over multiple disparate systems to meet your
data residency, retention and compliance
obligations? Or bring your critical data and
applications back online quickly in the event of a
disaster, in a way that cuts through complexity
and internal resource and budget constraints?
One way is through our comprehensive suite of
backup and disaster recovery platforms, which
releases your IT people, energy and resources
from administrating daily backup jobs to focusing
on innovation and growth.

Services
• Disk Backup
• Offsite Tape Archival
• Tailored Disaster Recovery Solutions

Managed Services Optimized Platforms
Great minds deliver extraordinary IT.
When it comes to your applications, downtime
isn’t an option. Our team of industry experts
works in harmony with yours, delivering the
expertize, support and insights to help manage
your critical applications and data every day of
the year.

Services
• Monitoring | Management
• Servers
• Storage Appliances
• Network Elements
• Security Appliances
• Hypervisors
• Operating Systems
• Databases
• Business Applications | Exchange |
SharePoint | Citrix
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Security and Compliance Optimized Platforms
Outwit the bad guys with relentless,
unyielding cyber security.
In today’s information security landscape,
attacks are a major cause of application
downtime. We help by providing customers with
access to state-of-the-art unified security
solutions. Our multi-layered defense strategy is
managed by industry certified experts that
vigilantly monitor and protect your security
perimeter, providing you with the peace of mind
and time to focus on your core business.

Services
• Firewalls
• Anti Virus
• Anti Spam
• Content Filtering
• Intrusion Detection (IDS)
• Distributed Denial of Service (DDOS)
• Secure VPN
• SSL Certificates
• Load Balancers
• Vulnerability Scans
• PCI-DSS Compliance

Software Optimized Platforms
Always tested, always supported.
every day.
Our rigorous testing before anything is released
to our customers is obsessive. If we cannot
deliver and support it, we don’t offer it until we
can do it perfectly. From Microsoft to Linux our
technical teams know how to deploy and
manage the software throughout its lifecycle.
If we put it on your servers, we know how to
manage it.

Services
• Microsoft
• CentOS
• FreeBSD
• Debian
• Redhat 7
• Ubantu
• VMware
• CPanel
• Parallels Plesk
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FastFiber™ Network Optimized Platforms
Lightening speed that packs a punch
with ultra reliability.
As you begin to embrace the power of the
Internet of Things (IoT), cloud computing and
data analytics to grow your business, data
exchange between your infrastructure and
applications will become a critical lifeline in
maintaining high-performance connectivity.
With access to our global, iron-clad network
you can rest assured that your applications will
always perform at lightning speed.

Services
• FastFiber Internet
• Ethernet
• Wavelength
• IPVPN
• SSL and IPSec VPN
• DNS

Professional Services
Innovation. Expertize. Know-how.
All the support you need to succeed.
As your business grows hand over fist and
you look to evolve your IT strategy by balancing
the day-to-day work while transforming the
company, finding the right resources to help
can be a real challenge. Our team of specialists
can provide you with the expertize and insights
you crave. We are passionate about helping
you to succeed and have helped customers
just like you grow into some of the world’s
best-loved companies.
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Services
• Design
• Migration
• IT Administration

About Cogeco Peer 1
Cogeco Peer 1 is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Cogeco Communications Inc. (TSX:CCA)
and is a global provider of essential business-to-business products and services, such
as colocation, network connectivity, managed hosting, cloud services and managed IT
services, that allow customers across Canada, Mexico, the United States and Western
Europe to focus on their core business. With 21 data centers, extensive FastFiber
Network™ and more than 50 points-of-presence in North America and Europe
combined, Cogeco Peer 1 is a trusted partner to businesses small, medium and large,
providing the ability to access, move, manage and store mission-critical data
worldwide, backed by superior customer support.
To learn more about how our Data Centre Services can help
your organization, please visit www.cogecopeer1.com

Order Now
1.866.579.9690 | cogecopeer1.com
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Ready to
learn more?
Streamline your IT with
Cogeco Peer 1.
Visit
cogecopeer1.com

